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<<James Ricchiuti, Analyst, Needham & Company, LLC>>
Okay, good morning. We’ll start our next presentation, which will be from MTS
Systems. We have with us from management, the company’s CEO, Jeff Graves. We also
have the company’s CFO – you guys will go through the presentation, okay, okay. All
right.
<<Jeffrey A. Graves, President & Chief Executive Officer>>
Well, good morning everyone, and thank you for coming this morning. Just to make sure
the charts are working here. There we go. So following the forward-looking statements,
and by the way there are hardcopies in the hallway. We’ve updated the presentation to
reflect our end of year numbers, which our fiscal year ended, the end of September. So
those numbers are up today through the end of fiscal year and we’ll talk about our
company, what we do for a living and the markets that we serve and some of the
dynamics we see in those markets.
So very simply, our company is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, and it like any
company that’s been around for fifty years. The answer to the simple question, why do
you exist – you know what – why do you exist at all these years, what do you do for a
living. And the simple takeaway and this is one I would like you to retain about our
company if you’re interested is we exist to make new products better and to help OEMs
get them to market faster. So we are a new product driven by the OEM customer base.
Meaning what fuels our revenue is the amount of money being – being operating expense
capital expense that are putting into developing new products around the world.
The markets we serve include ground transportation, so it’s automotive and over the road
trucking, busing, high-speed rail, aerospace, so things that fly through the air and all the
components of materials that go into them. So, we help the largest and best OEMs around
the world, get their new products to market faster, and help them to perform better. As I
mentioned, we’ve been around 50 years. Thanks, Jeff. Cut off some of the background
noise here. Thanks.
If you look at the way the company is operated, we operate in two divisions. One is what
we call test and those are the machines in controlling software data collection that’s
helping OEM, test their new products, and get them out to market. That’s about 80% of
our revenue and about 70% of our profits as a company. The other 20% of our revenue
comes from what we operate as their sensors division. So those are sensors that go on
new products to make them safer, more reliable, and more precise in the world. So test
and sensors are our business. Revenue split 80:20, profit split about 70:30.

Our 50 year competitive advantage with OEMs around the world is a very simple
derivation of technology. We are the technology leader in the markets we serve. So we’re
an engineering company. It’s an engineer to engineer sail into the marketplace and we
view ourselves as a technology leader in all the markets we participate in. We are
generally the market share leader in the markets we participate in with a couple of
exceptions. And so it’s quite a long heavily relationship driven business, meaning you
have to know these engineers in the OEM base, you have to know the tools they use to
design new products, how they prove out those new products, how they get to the market
and we serve many of those customers for four or more decades.
That encompasses test products, obviously the machines that test new products.
Increasingly, we’re focused on test services. And what that means to us is taking care of
the equipment that we sold. In round numbers, we’ve sold over $6 billion worth of
equipment in the last 50 years, $4.5 billion of that is still running today. Our machines
generally last 20 to 30 years, breaking new products in the field, okay.
So, obviously, requires a lot of calibration and maintenance and software and electronics
upgrades over its lifetime. We’re increasingly focused on that as our customers want to
keep these machines living a long time, upgrading and serving those machines in the
field. And then our sensor products, which again measure, in our case, the movement or
displacement of a component in the new product. And so we – by making that better, we
can make the new product more precise, safer and more reliable.
I’ll talk about each of those applications and markets in a few moments. If you look at the
last 10 years, we have outperformed the Russell pretty handily, so generating value for
our shareholders. We also have over 40 year history of paying a dividend so and we
increase our dividend periodical. Today, we yield about 2% on the stock, slightly more in
this depressed market. And so, we view giving cash back to our shareholders is very
important to us. We target 25% of our net income, return to shareholders in the form of
cash.
We’re also being a strong cash generating business with a strong balance sheet. We do
regular periodic opportunistic share buybacks as well as to increase value to shareholders.
And obviously, we invest heavily in our CapEx and other R&D assets to keep the
business growing well. For a smallish company, and again we’re about $600 million in
revenue, one of the things I’m proudest of and gives us more robustness in the world
today is our geographic footprint. If you look at our – where our revenue comes from,
about 30% comes from the U.S. and adjacent countries, toward 26% out of Europe last
year and over 43% today out of Asia.
Now Asia is not only China, although China is about half that number, it’s Japan and
Korea, which obviously from an automotive and aerospace standpoint maintain very
strong industrial basis and are very great customers for us. So we are well distributed in
the world. We have great customer relationships with the OEMs around all of these
geographies, which benefits us greatly.

Just a quick couple of financial comments on the past year and our guidance for this
fiscal year, we ended the year with record orders last year. We were quite pleased with
that and why is that and what many people characterize as an industrial recession that’s
going on, why are our order are so strong. And that’s because the need for new products
by OEMs as greater than ever.
And when you think about it, if you’re an automotive OEM or an aerospace OEM, where
is your growth coming from, it’s no longer coming out of the developed world as much
as coming out of Asia and not a lot of the high population environments. So what are our
OEM is doing, they’re not only moving factories there, but they’re moving laboratories
there for new product developments.
So we’re selling to global OEMs as they continue their migration into China and beyond
that India and elsewhere. Also we have to raise the domestic OEM players in those
countries like China, who are buying more equipment than ever from us as they establish
their own development laboratories. So our orders rates have been at record levels. Now,
the mix has been a little peculiar for us.
We’ve been selling a lot of very complex custom products, custom machines for testing if
you will, which will benefit us in the future in terms of services, a little bit of pressure on
both the engineering capacity in the organization and on margins from a mech standpoint,
but delightful business nonetheless and it does a lot for our brand. And we ended the year
with – again with a record backlog of business looking ahead for the next 24 months.
Revenue guidance for the year, we see ourselves growing anywhere from 1% to 6% on
the year, the bottom end of their range taking into account, all the risk variables we see in
the world today including currency and that 6% revenue growth we see as our sustainable
target. So from an organic growth standpoint that is an organic number. From an organic
growth standpoint, we see based on the strength of our markets, being able to sustain on a
year-to-year basis 6% plus organic growth. With the strength of our balance sheet, we
hope to add 3 to 4 points on to that through acquisition growth as well all around our core
markets.
Earnings per share, we see rising this year anywhere from 1% to 9%, again depending on
the number of risk variables, but we should have a nice, nice year in terms of earnings
growth. We ended the year last year from a cash perspective with a record operating cash
flow of $100 million. We actually ended the year with a cash surplus in the balance sheet.
So in terms of sustainability of our dividend and investment in the business, we feel very,
very good about that. Our CapEx is relatively low.
If you think of our company, we are a design and assembly business, okay. We don’t
require a lot of capital for manufacturing componentry. We generally buy the
components to our designs. So our CapEx ranges anywhere from 3% to 5% of revenue
year-in year-out. We’ve been spending a little bit on the upper end of that range for the
last few years as we upgrade our IT and operating systems around the world, so

upgrading SAP in the factory, adding on modules to enhance our service capability as we
go after that business.
From a return on capital, we’re very proud of that. We generally have been running mid
to high teens, in some years in the low 20% range. Last couple of years had been heavy
investment years, so we drop down from our mid-20s down to mid-teens. We see that
climbing over the next several years back up to the high-teens level, which keeps us in
the top quartile of our peer group. So basically coming into the fiscal year, again we
started in October. We had record orders, record backlog. We feel very good about our
guidance range coming in. We’re in a quiet period now. We report our Q1 results here in
early to mid February.
So a little more on what we do for a living. Again, I’d remind you, the reason MTS exists
and has existed for 50 years and is thriving is that we enable new products to be better,
more precise, more reliable, safer, greener, and we help our OEMs get those to market
faster through our testing business. That’s the theme of our company going forward.
Great business to be in given the new product challenges our OEMs have around the
world. In terms of the test business itself, it’s roughly $3 billion business. Our market
share is about 17%. We generally the high technology person in the marketplace, across
all of our markets, very long customer relationship, so we sell based on our technology
and our knowledge of customer laboratories, okay.
And fundamentally, what do we mean by test. Testing, our testing machines measure or
measure for our customers, the durability of a new product and increasingly the
performance of that new product. So think of a new car. A car is designed roughly to
200,000 miles on the road. Our testing machines can simulate that environment in one
month in the lab. So it’ll very simply allows our customer to push a button and say, I
want to see how this new car design does in Mumbai, in Tokyo, in New York, in
Indonesia. Push a button, simulate that road environment and you can tell the new
products going to be sustainable; it’s going to be durable enough for that environment.
Increasingly, we’re moving into helping customers’ measure aerodynamic performance.
Why is that important? Aerodynamic performance determines your gas mileage, it
determines the performance of the vehicle largely, so we’re increasingly involved in
measuring the performance of these new products as well. That’s what we mean by test.
When we sell a test machine, it’s the hardware for the testing, it’s the software which is
really the magic part of our business, it’s the software that controls that machine and it’s
the data collection capability coming off the machine.
So when you extend that thought into services, what it means we’re servicing, obviously
we’re keeping the hardware running but we’re upgrading software, we’re upgrading the
electronics to collect data, so our customers can collect more data faster than in prior
years. So that’s our service annuity stream if you will that we’re going after in this
marketplace.

We’ve seen very nice order growth over the last three years climbing from 470 million to
519 million. That’s on an all-in basis. So with currency and everything obviously last
year was a terrific year for Test business and we currency corrected the number. Our
revenue is relatively flat but again heavy currency effect last year.
Operating margin has been a little bit on the drag and the reason is twofold. We’ve been
investing heavily for growth in the business we see a sustainable wave of new business
coming at us. We need to hire engineers, we need to upgrade our operating systems and
in fact we were nearing the tail end of that curve now, so we would expect on that basis
incremental investments on a percentage basis to be lower in the future than they’ve been
in the past. Also we’ve had a heavy mix of custom projects and test, which carry with it a
lower margin upfront but a higher services annuity revenue stream that obviously
continues to distance us from our competitors on a technology basis.
So let me run through each of the key test markets for you. And again I won’t hit all the
details but it is in the book, for those interested. Ground vehicles, 80% of which means
cars, okay. We again, we sell testing equipment for new product development, not
factories. Okay. So factories had a record year last year across most of the automotive
OEMs that’s great, we’re very happy they made money for future investment. That
doesn’t fuel our business. What fuels our business is how many new cars do they have on
the drawing board?
So when you hear markets talk about autonomous vehicles, you hear talk about hybrid
vehicles, vehicles for higher fuel efficiency, that’s music to our ears, that’s what drives
our business, okay, from a durable and performance measurement standpoint. So we are
the biggest in the ground vehicles market. Again 80% of which is automotive the rest is
bus, and truck and other high speed rail, and things that roll on the ground. It’s been a
very robust business for us over the last several years, we have a great legacy, we serve
all the major OEMs around the world, great brand in the laboratory to continue this. We
see this as an ongoing revenue stream for us that’s growing and it’s probably our biggest
potential for services, in terms of keeping these machines running.
The automotive OEMs want to test things 24/7 as much as they can seven days a week,
okay, because there’s a huge demand for new products out there. So the value they put on
up time and reliability is very high. Gives us a nice services opportunity to come in and
keep the machines running, which is what they do themselves today. And they just
assume not have to do that themselves. So since we designed and built the machines it’s
natural for us.
The second market segment we talk about is advanced materials testing. We make
machines to test composites, new aluminum alloys, new steels, anything that a new
product is going to incorporate. Composites are a huge driver of this business today.
When you think about aerospace, you think about the new Boeing 787 and the new
Airbus A350 as examples, largely composite aircraft, okay. The difference between a
composite and a metal in an airplane, obviously not only are they stronger, lighter and
provide the airline more benefit when they run for fuel efficiency the nice thing for us is

that every component is a different lay up of materials general. So different amounts of
carbon fiber, different orientations, so every one of those has to be uniquely tested. May
be old days you’d roll out an aluminum alloy and basically an aluminum alloy is
aluminum alloy you generate a database, you designed an airplane, okay. I’m being
simple but that’s fundamentally how it worked.
Now with composites, every component is a unique design that’s how they get the
benefit. From a testing standpoint that means an enormous amount of testing has to go
on, okay, at the development stage, and at the component demonstration stage. So for
people like Boeing, Airbus, others, more testing than ever, for the suppliers of those
materials into the whole food chain those guys driving more and more testing needs,
every day. So composites are a very big deal for us. This has been a very good market for
us and we see it as a sustainable growth market some of our best margin product.
And then we have a broad range of markets called structures, okay. Structures can mean
things from testing buildings and bridge designs for earthquake resistance, tsunami
resistance and things like that. So we sell a lot of these big, heavy testing machines and
by big, I mean machines that are three stories tall and a third of the area of a football
field, okay. To test the integrity of a new building design, I guess earthquake.
So if you go on YouTube and you – and you type in MTS and seismic testing, earthquake
testing, you’ll see our machines testing model buildings. Sometimes they put them in
wind tunnels and shake them and blow, blow air on them as well. But if we test the
integrity of infrastructure, obviously countries like China, that are building a lot of
infrastructure they do an enormous amount of testing, so that’s really fueling a lot of our
structures business.
Energy is in this marketplace for us it’s obviously – we support energy exploration like
drill bits and other downhole applications, very small part of our business and obviously
not very strong, very small part of it. We also support the transportation of energy, so
pipelines, things like machines that would test big large piping for L&G transportation
other things like this. So our market is fairly out of favor right now but in the long term a
great legacy business, in total less than 10% of the company. So it’s a smallish business
for us.
And importantly, aerospace fits and structures. These are magnificent machines that are
large enough to test a full scale airplane. So for those of you that flew in for this meeting,
if you look out the window in a bad storm and the wings are doing this, fluctuating a few
feet go back to sleep, doesn’t matter. Our machines test these aircraft, bending wings up
to ninety degrees in fatigue until they fail. So there are some really cool videos out there
put out by the aircraft manufacturers of aircraft testing that you really ought to take three
minutes and go look at. Those are our machines. Those are our machines that take that
data test them with the aircraft, bending the fuselage, bending the wings to simulate
thousands of takeoffs and landings in the worst storms you can possibly imagine to make
sure the plane is safe. So it’s been a great business for us with outstanding customers like

Boeing, Airbus, Embraer and others. And again that feeds the advance materials markets
very nicely.
And then services. Our biggest growth initiative as a company is in servicing the
machines that we sell, okay. So everything from routine maintenance to helping
customers take data faster and better, upgrading the software of the machine, even on the
high end to consulting and testing. We’ve been in this business for 50 years, we know a
lot about testing itself. So when we get new customers in China, and India and elsewhere,
and they not only want to buy a machine, they want to buy a consultation service on how
to run the machine. We can help them with that.
So big growth for us we’re adding about 10% head count on a year, in this area and
taking business as fast as we can around the world. So we did Jeff I remember probably
14% growth last year in services. Cost of currency growth and we think this double digit
growth in services is highly sustainable. Our customers still have $4.5 billion out of $6
billion worth of machines that we sold them. And they’re spending $1 billion a year
keeping them running, okay.
And why, it sounds like how to raise this amount of money, because those machines are
breaking new products every day. And they’ll do that for 20 years or 30 years. So the
amount of service required for calibration upgrade maintenance very, very high. So that’s
a business we’re looking – really looking to exploit.
And then our sensor business, our sensor business is about $100 million business today.
It’s a – in terms of the overall sensor market of $2 billion, relatively small. But in the
sensor markets each sensor its type itself has its own technology. And in that sense it’s
highly protected. So we have about 50% market share in the technology that we
manufacture, which is a linear sensor measures linear displacement. And we sell those
around the world it’s about the same revenue distribution as we have in our overall
company. So we sell these around the world. We’ve taken the cost of that sensor from
about $1,000 a piece to $100 a piece, which has really broadened the application base for
the sensors. And you see it around you every day in terms of sensors in car, sensors in
buildings and other structures. We don’t serve the automotive market in a large part.
These are high ASP, low volume, highly engineered sensors. We make about 200,000 of
them a year and we sell them for a few hundred bucks a piece. So very much culturally
and as your engineer sell again to make that new product better as it incorporate sensors.
You know I have a little trouble seeing the clock back there, how are we doing on time?
<<James Ricchiuti, Analyst, Needham & Company, LLC>>
No you’re okay.
<<Jeffrey A. Graves, President & Chief Executive Officer>>
No you’re okay.

<<James Ricchiuti, Analyst, Needham & Company, LLC>>
All right so we’re right. In terms of the sensor market, it’s a very interesting market about
75% of our sensors go into industrial machines. And this is probably the biggest exposure
we have into the industrial markets today for manufacturing. These would be steel plants
for rolling sheet steel, these would be plastic injection molding machines, rubber
injection molding machines for making tires, things of that nature. Obviously a bit
depressed over the last couple years, but still growing reasonably well because we’re
finding new applications every day. So when the economy does turn we feel great about
this business, great margin, wonderful customer feedback and we’re just looking for
volume growth now as the recovery occurs.
The newest application for these sensors and it’s very interesting as all vehicles try to be
more autonomous now, more resistant to driver variation. You can take our sensors and
put them into hydraulic cylinders that control the steering on big heavy vehicles or the
motion of a crane arm picking things up off the ground. If you put our sensor in the
hydraulic cylinder, you can tell how far the cylinder is extended, which will tell you
where the wheels are turned, where the blade is digging into the ground a greater road or
where a crane is at in terms of lifting a container to put it on a ship.
So those we call those mobile hydraulic applications. Those are growing very quickly
because all of the OEMs are trying to make those machines smarter and more resistant to
operator variation. Okay for safety reasons and obviously for autonomy for being able to
operate themselves. So we feel great about that application. You can put four of our
sensors on a big heavy truck and suddenly for a couple of $1,000 you can turn into a
smart truck for example.
So relatively low cost to an OEM and a lot of value creation for their customers. So we
feel very good about that business. And then we have a nice application for sensors that
go into measuring the depth of fluids in big containers like oil storage, containers which
there are a large number around right now are four. But our sensors – we can make these
sensors up to say a football field in length. So you can measure the depth of a liquid very
precisely over a long period of time.
So it’s an area we’re looking to grow a very good margin for us and a very nice
technology application. So why are we excited about the future. We see our markets as
growth markets even in a fairly tepid industrial environment, okay. And why very
basically all OEMs are looking for growth. They’re having trouble finding growth in
existing markets. Okay markets where the economies are stagnant. So everyone is
moving to Asia right, so they’re developing new cars, new planes, new trains for the
Chinese consumption in China, next for Indian consumption in India and elsewhere.
Those were all new products.
In the western world, it’s about environmental resistance so lower pollution levels
coming out of vehicles, higher safety standards, higher gas mileage standards. Those are

driving new product development for the developed world. So we see our market is
growing nicely from a services standpoint which this chart shows our installed base now
is over $4.5 billion we’ve been growing especially the currency correct last year, we were
up again 14% last year on a constant currency basis, we’ve driven that business out to be
about $80 million in revenue for us, it carries with it about five to 10 points better margin
than the equipment business does as is typical of most industrial companies.
We want to grow that would be $125 million business and by 2019 which should be
about 20% of our expected revenue. Okay, again we are in the lamps, keeping the
equipment running but importantly upgrading the equipment from a software and
electronics standpoint and then providing consultation services. We’ve spend several
million dollars in the last few years developing IT tools that help connect machines to the
user. So they can be operated more efficiently and importantly they can transmit the
health of that machine back to us.
So that we can do preventive maintenance on it to position us for services. Those tools
are now in place and continue to be broadly accepted across the markets everyday. So
we’re very excited, we’ve got the capability to be successful in this business. And more
fueling it as fast as we can and it’s largely organically driven organic growth. So very,
very happy with that. I mentioned the basic drivers of the business, this chart shows the
fuel efficiency standards and how they are rising. If you just look at those three lines, the
orange, the green and the blue as you move up those are years looking out. So from 2016
if you fast forward to 2025, fuel efficiency standards in the states are going to go up by
50%.
50% that requires new engine technology in the use of hybrid vehicles. All of that drives
testing so as we look at – and these standards are being adopted now around the world.
Western Europe, China, same with pollution standards they are being adopted rapidly
around the world as people worry about the planet heating up and environmental issues.
You hear the President talk again about last night, there are – most countries around the
world are concerned about that now and investing in new technology. So we benefit from
regulation in terms of higher fuel efficiency and lower pollution standards because it’s
driving our customers to develop new products, which means they have to add more
testing capability for those new products.
And again, I mentioned mobile hydraulics applications for our sensors more and more
vehicles want to have sensor technology to be more autonomy fundamentally. And
extend themselves into the service arena as well. So we are very excited about mobile
hydraulics driven applications. So here’s what you can expect from us as a company
going forward in terms of revenue growth, top line growth. We believe we’ll see a 5% to
7% organic growth year-over-year going forward.
And again it’s new product driven either the sensors in the new products or the testing of
new products. It will be led by our test services activity, servicing our installed base,
materials testing with composites is enormous its going to be a big driver for us. Our
sensors business has real legs to it and especially as the industrial economy eventually

turns. You’ll see some nice growth there and automotive has been tremendous for us.
Automotive and aerospace so you will see those OEM driven business is growing as well.
So we’ll deliver we feel confidently 6% type organic growth on the top line each year.
And we’ve got a very strong balance sheet we actually have a cash surplus today. So
we’re looking at acquisitions that would enhance our presence in our core markets.
We’re now looking to diversify out of our core markets, we’re looking to expand the
application with the customers we have into adjacencies so different types of testing.
Different types of sensors anything that would enhance our services capability and do it
more quickly or hunting for obviously very, very expensive market right now, and very
competitive so we participate a lot, we haven’t landed a lot but we want to do smart
acquisitions not just for the sake of doing.
In terms of bottom line, we see growing our bottom line faster than our top line. And why
because we’ll benefit from our mix effect services and sensors carry a higher margin in
testing equipment does. So we’ll see that improving over time and driving a business mix
benefit. And also just the basic volume and all of our businesses is going up so we’ll see
some volume efficiencies as those markets growing for more volume through the plants.
So we see growing our EBIT three to four points, looking out over the next few years.
Capital allocation I talked about this we generate a lot of cash. We don’t have large
CapEx needs so we tend to return that cash to shareholders in the form of dividends
periodic share buybacks we use some for acquisitions and obviously our highest priority
is sustaining this growth rate because we have market opportunities. So we tend to invest
first in our – the capital for our business again 3% to 5% of revenue and then cash
leftover we return as a dividend and any surplus cash beyond that acquisitions and share
buybacks.
We target 25% of our net income to return in the form of a dividend. We paid it out for
40 years. We increased it periodically so that’s a safe expectation for – if you’re an
investor in our company. So in short, why should you be as in the MTS, a 50 year legacy
of serving the best OEMs in the world on every continent whether they’re American,
German, Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Indian. Those are the customers we serve. And
those OEM relationships are extremely valuable. Very hard to have from an engineering
standpoint, we serve those guys with the best technology in our end – our industry we
believe and it’s helped us from a growth standpoint.
With the services opportunity we have, we see sustainable 6% plus organic growth. And
cash leftover to either reduce share count or do acquisitions to further enhanced their
growth rate. Our goal is to grow our company at 10% plus top line growth rate. And a
faster bottom line growth rate, year-over-year going forward. Okay, we have all the
elements in place. We’re missing nothing right now in terms of fulfilling everything I just
told you about in the last hour we continue to add engineers, we continue to add field
service engineers for our services group. And we continue to grow our business.

So with that, Jim if I’ve got a few more minutes maybe I can take some questions. Thank
you all for packing in for the presentation, I appreciate it hopefully and always a [ph]
(0:30:25) claustrophobic back here. Questions, yes.
Q&A
<Q>: [Question Inaudible]
<A – Jeffrey A. Graves>: It’s a good question. So that the question for those who are on
the webcast. Is what the attached rate of service contracts or service sales on new
products. We have taken that over the last three years from roughly zero to about a third
of our products now going out the door. Have a service contract attached to them. We
have as a requirement now showing the customer. What a service package would look
like on everything that goes out the door. There about 30% attach rate today. Other
questions?
<Q>: [Question Inaudible]
<A>: Well, no, the question for those on online is acquisition opportunities. Services
very, very tough I mean we know it’s – we are constrained by our training capacity
basically and hiring training people. We can add about 10% of their workforce on every
year and train them up for expansion so that translates to about 30 people, anything we
could do to bring on a trained workforce faster. We would do, we have the technology we
need we just need the manpower, the field service engineer.
So we’re doing it as fast as we can. It’s tough to find acquisitions. We did a small one last
year up in the Nordic countries in Europe were installed bases is high. We’ll continue to
look for bolt-ons in that area if we can find them there were difficult to assets. Sensors is
probably an easier market to look at they are expensive assets, so you have to be very
careful and we are not a commodity playing sensors, we are a high end in a high value
sensor company by culture. So highly engineered sensors sold, engineer to engineer into
new products, those are kind of sensors we will be in the hunt for and we continue to
looking, that market actually there’s a fair number of assets out there. And we continue
hunting every day. Yes.
<Q>: [Question Inaudible]
<A>: What they haven’t – they have not had a profound effect on growth to-date. And
the reason that they have on the P&L so as I mentioned our top line looked relatively flat
last year because currency took about 6% out of the top line and it had an impact on the
bottom line as well. We do manufacture a lot of our product in the U.S. so a lot of our
costs are pegged to dollars. Our customers have encouraged us to keep it that way. They
value the fact that our equipments made in the United States our supply chain is safe,
reliable because again they’re equipping laboratories. They don’t want to run risk with
they’re not buying thousands of machines, they’re buying single-digit types of machines.
Very high technology if they’ve got to work when they get to site and be reliable. So

we’ve been able to overcome the currency effect and continue growth. If we saw
dramatic changes from here at some point it becomes an issue today it’s not been.
<<Jeffrey A. Graves, President & Chief Executive Officer>>
Good question. Anything else? Okay if not, thank you very much for your interest. Again
we’ve got hard copies out there and the pictures on site – on our website as well. Thanks
for coming.

